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Social Media

Social media needs are often as unique as our 

clients are. We would love to be able to give you 

one price point for each package, but we find 

that this method limits the opportunity to find a 

unique strategy that fits your specific brand.

Instead, what we offer is a set fee for a social 

media strategy and a starting point for social 

media packages.



Social Media Strategy 

Investment: $350

Social Media

Begin here. A social media strategy is the first thing we recommend, as it 

allows us to do a deep dive into your brand and provides us with insight into 

the type of content we should create to promote your company, increase 

your engagement, bring in leads and eventually draw in new customers.

Instead, what we offer is a set fee for a social media strategy and a starting 

point for social media packages.

WITH A SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY, YOU RECEIVE:

• A branding session

• A dive into your current analytics (if you have any)

• A competitor review 

• Content & promotion suggestions + any design templates

• A mock Instagram feed

• Insight into the platforms you should be using, consistency, timing and the step-

by-step process we can take to create an effective social platform for your brand



Social Media Curation & Scheduling

Social Media

Social media curation and scheduling is where we take all of the 

social media planning off of your hands. You can expect us to fully 

manage your platform to take the weight off of your shoulders. 

Instead, pop in from time to time and check out how things are 

rolling.

THE MOST BASIC PACKAGE WILL GET YOU:

• 4 posts a week on both Instagram & Facebook

• Daily engagement with your social community 

• 1-2 Instagram stories/ week

• Any necessary design work

• 30-day analytic reporting

All photo costs are extra.

Investment: Packages 
start at $600/ mo.



• Pinterest set-up and weekly management for increased traffic

• LinkedIn set-up and strategy, sponsored & promoted posts for 

business-to-business or service-based needs

• Facebook ads, avatar set up, ad content & copy design & monthly 

management

• Instagram growth packages start at $150 USD/mo.

Other Social Media Packages

Book in a consultation 
call today.

The rest of the social media packages are customized based off 

of a consultation call and strategy. Here are just some examples 

of how we can build out a social media package based off of your 

unique needs:

Social Media



Content Management

Content management can come in the form 

of writing a keyword-implemented blog post, 

strategic website copy, video scripts or building 

out health programs/ webinars.

Each content package is customized based off 

of our client needs. For more information on 

content services, book in a consultation today. 

Product Photography

Do you have a brand that you would like to see 

photographed in an amazing setting? Social 

Wellness Co. can help your product and brand 

shine, check out our portfolio to see some of 

our recent work.

Product & brand photography packages start 

at $250 for 30 high-resolution images

Recipe Development & 
Food Photography

Are you a health or food brand that is looking 

for consistent recipes to put on your platform? 

Or, SEO-backed recipe blog posts to upload to 

your website? Have a peek at our portfolio and 

get started with recipe development and food 

photography today.

Investment is $350 for 1 recipe, which includes 

5 high-resolution images & product shots (blog 

copy not included).


